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1. ABSTRACT

This paper proposes anew connection
establishment protocol invoking several
competing network providers in a multimedia
telecommunications environment. This
connection establishment protocol, which is
based on the concept of open competitive
bidding, enables mutual selection by users
and network providers. By employing this
proposed protocol, both network providers and
users can pursue their own objectives
according to their own bidding and awarding
strategies. In thk paper, a s-hnplebidding
strate=~ for network providers is presented,
and it is shown that each network provider
can improve its profit by adopting this
strategy. In th~ paper, an example of utility
functions for users is also presented, and it is
shown that each user can improve his/her
utility by selecting an appropriate network
provider based on th~ utihty function.

1.1 Keywords
Market based network control, Connection establishment
protocol, DM-ibuted resor.tme allocation, Mutual selection
by users and network providers, Evaluation of multi-agent
systems
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2. INTRODUCTION
Hereatter, rmre and morenetwork providers are expected to be
established by the introduction of the open
telecommunications tmrket. It will therefire becorm necessary
to guarantee i5ir competition between all of these network
providers who will set their own rates. ‘flteretixe,a rmchanism
is required so that each network provider can bid on every
connection request based on its own judgment artd intbrm
users of its rates.

On the other hand, the connection requests of users will be
varied in this multimedia telecommunications environment.
Users will request connections fir various media with various
QoS levels. As a result, a mechanism is required so that each
user eastbe infbrtmd ofeach network provider’s rates and select
one ofthem according to hts/her utility function.

In this paper, a new connection establishrmnt protocol based
on the concept of open competitive bidding [2] is proposed.
This connection establishmmt protocol can achieve the
tmchattistm described above attd enables mutual selection by
users and network providers. Both network providers and
users can pursue their own objectives based on their own
bidding and awarding strategies under the proposed
connection establishtmnt protocol framework. A simple
bidding strategy fir network providers is presented, and the
efictiveness ofthis strategy is evaluated by smuts ofcompttter
sirmlation. It is shown that each network provider can
improve its profit by adopting this strategy. Next, an example
ofutility iisnctions fir users is presented, artd the efictiveness
of the tnechanismto select a network provider is also evaluated
by rnsans of computer simulation. Each user can improve
his/her utility by selecting an appropriate network provider
based on this utility function.

The organization ofthis paper is as tbllows. In Sect. 2, related
works and the difirence between those works and this work
are explained. In Sect. 3, the proposed connection
establishrmnt protocol and simple strategies tbr network
providers and users are explained in detail. In Sect. 4, the
efictiveness of the proposed stra~egies is evaluated by
computer simulation. Finally, Sect. 4 concludes this paper and
discusses future works.

3. RELATED WORKS
Various studies on tmrket-based distributed resource
allocation have been pertbrrned. For example, M. P. Welhmrt
proposed a tiwork ibr such resource allocation H71. D.
Ferguson et. al. proposed a rmthod fbr allocating CPU ~-~”and
corrarnmication links to tasks [4]. This method can achieve a
globally etlEctive allocation of CPU time and commttnication
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resources using the concept of resource pricing. C. A.
Waldspurger et. al- proposed the Spawn system ibr allocating
workstations with various levels ofperhrnance to concurrent
applications ~16]. This system cao achieve priority control by
a monetary fimding allocation mechanism.

Vruious market-based negotiation protocols fir connection
establishment have been proposed [5]. J. K. MacKle-Mason et.
al. introduced a smart market pricing scheme, tbr each packet
transmitted to the IntemeL to control congestion and to
improve network efficiency [8]. Cocchi et. aL proposed a
priority pricing policy ibr nmltiple-service disciplines in
computer networks [1]. Generally speaking, congestion
control can be achieved by introducing a congestion cost
reflecting QoS deterioration, especially fbr best-efirt type
computer networks such as the present Internet.

For guaranteed QoS type networks such as ATM networks,
various rmrket-based connection establishrrmt schemes have
already been proposed- In these schems, the nehvork provider
adjusts resource prices based on the demand aod utilization
levels ofresources, and users decide the arrmunts of resources
to request based on these resource prices posted by the
network provider. lkese scherms can thereibre maximize social
xvelfiireautomatically by having each user rmxirnize his/her
consumer surplus.

The advantage of resource pricing is that the network provider
does not need to know detailed user% traflic pararmters, and
thereibrethere is no need fbr traiiic policing. S. H. Low et. al.
used each user’s demand elasticity Ibrbandwidth versus bufir,
to improve nehvork usage 17]. J. hkphy et. aL suggested a
distributed pricing policy to allocate bandwidth on the VP
level and VC level [10]. F- P. Kelly developed a pricing
structure to encourage users to declare their true tratlic
paramters [6]. However, the network provider has had a
monopoly on the resources it provides in the above schemes.

K. Kuwabara et. al. suggested that a similar resource pricing
mechanism can balance each resource’s usage against others
when there exist several resources 111]. In this schexm, the
network provider adjusts each resource’s price based on the
demand and utilization levels ofthat resource, and users select
a resource to maximize their surplus based on the resource
prices posted by tbe network provider. However, such a

cooperative price adjustmmt scheme cannot be expected when
several nehvork providers compete with one another.

J. K. MacKie-Mason et. al. discussed a pricing structure fir
best-efirt type congestible network resources in a competitive
rmrket [9]. In a competitive environmmt, an equilibrium price
and capacity will maximize the net social welthre by
introducing usage prices in addition to subscription fees. For
guaranteed QoS type networks, W. Vickrey and J. S.
Rosenschein et. al. proposed a stable connection establishmmt
protocol in terms of a competitive telephone service
environmmt [13][15]. In this protocol, the network provider
that submits the lowest bid wins but the price becorms equal
to the second lowest bid.

Such literature, however, presents no realistic protocols in
detail. Moreover, the telephone service is too simple. In
multirmdiatelecomrnunications environmmts, the best bid can
vary according to the attributes of user connection requests.
This paper theretbre proposes a realistic connection
establishrrmt protocol involving several competing network
providers in a rmltimdia telecommunications environment.
This connection establishment protocol is applicable to all the
guaranteed QoS type multi-service networks such as ATM-
based networks, rrsdti-rate STM networks, and 1P networks
employing RSVP [18] for soft state resource reservation.

4. CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT
PROTOCOL

4.1 Connection Establishment Model for
Proposed Protocol
Figure 1 shows a connection establishrmmt nmdel tbr the
proposed protocol. In this rmdel, each user can select one of
the available network providers by using a user agent in an
intelligent terminal. On the other hand, each network provider
has a network agent which can select son connection
requests tlom users. User agents and network agents select
each other by exchanging rmssages. Each user agent selects a
network agent from the viewpoint of its user% utility. On the
other hand, each network agent selects connection requests
fiomthe viewpoint of obtaining profit. No cooperation among
network agents exists because the network providers are
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Figure 1. Connection Establishment Mode] for Proposed Protocol
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assumsd to be competing against one another. For this reason,
the exchange of rmssages exists only between user agents and
network agents.

Intherrndel shown in FigS, each network provider has one
optimum path to a destination, and each optinmm path has a
difirent path cost between network providers. We consider
thk optimum path cost as a resource cost. Therelbre, resource
costs become dil%ent tbr individual pairs ofa user agent and a
network agent. hloreover, each network provider is assurmd to
havea certain bottleneck bandwidth, and cannot accomrmdate
connection requests exceeding the capacity determined by this
bottleneck bandwidth.

4.2 Details of Connection Establishment
Protocol
The details of the proposed connection establishmmt protocol
are as tbllows.

[Step I] A user agent broadcasts a connection-request mssage
including the attributes of the connection request to all
nehvork agents. As the attributes of the connection request,
the fbllowing can be considered: required rm.di%required QoS,
estimated duration of the connection, and so on.

[Step 2] Each network agent calculates the profit rate to be
obtained based on the attributes of the connection request. If
the profit rate is nme than a pre-determined threshold, the
network agent returns a bid rmsage including inlhnation on
its idle bandwidth capacity and connection price to the user
agent.

@tep 3] The user agent calculates a utility value based on the
intbrmation received t?om various network agents. hen, it
selects the best network agenL which maximizes this utility
value and has a certain idle bandwidth capacity, and sends an
award rressage to that network agent. Ifseveral network agents
can nnximize the utility value, the user agent selects the
network agent having the rmxirnumidle bandwidth capacity
among thembecause that network agent will rrnst surely admit
the connection request.

~Step 4] Each network agent establishes a requested
connection when it receives an award messag~ and returns an
award-acknowledgment message to the user agent.

In this negotiation schem, mutual selection by a network
agent and a user agent can be achieved in Step 2 and Step 3.
Connection requests to which no network agent returns a bid
mssage are lost. Connection requests are also lost when a
network agent tiils to establish a requested connection in Step
4.

In this paper, the network’s profit rate is calculated as follows.

(Profit rate ) = (Totrd profit)/ (Needed bandwidth )

= (( Connection price) - (Resource cost))/

(Needed bandwidth )

Here, the resource cost indicates the path cost to the
destination.

The usefs utility is calculated as follows.

( Usefs utility ) = (Sum ofutility values for individual

streams that can be connected using a

network agent )

= Z ((Request intensity value to each stream)

- ( Price for each stream ))

In this paper, it is assurred that one multirmdia connection
consists of several intbrmation streams. Here, each stream
cm-responds to one coding layer of one inttmnation medium
Each comnmnication user allocates a request intensity value’to
each streamaccording to the strength of the connection demand
ibr that stream [14][19]. For example, a user who strongly
requires high quality will allocate a relatively large request
intensity value to the stream corresponding to the high coding
layer. On the other hand, a user who does not require high
quality will allocate a relatively small request intensity value
to the stream corresponding to the high coding layer. Tlie”
utility value in the above expression indicates the total degree
of user satisfaction to each connection.

Figure 2 is a message sequence chart of the proposed protocol.
In the proposed protocol, one round trip ofa message is added
to the conventional connection establishment procedures.

Waiting time for nxeiving bid messages
4 b

User agent i“ I

\ 4 44
II 4

Connection-request ~ II
/Bid message ,i Award message

Award-ackno’wledgment
message I

I II

\,

message

1 1 II
Network agent 1

11II I
I 11 I

1,
1

1

Network agent 2 I’ 1 I I

1
1
1
1

N7etworkagent M

4 ●
Start rnterval of processing

Figure 2. Nlessage Sequence Chart for Proposed Protocol
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Theretlxe, the connection establishmmt delay may increase in
the proposed protocol. lle process timing in each network
agent may not be synchronized. Figure 2 indicates the start
timing of a process in each network agent by a short vertical
line. At tils timing, eaih network agent begins to calculate
its profit rate and returns bid messages to user agents. The
start intervil ofprocessingshown in Fig. 2 corresponds to the
interval at which each network agent begins the calculation
and returns bid messages. The waiting time fir receiving
these bid messages shown in Fig. 2 ecu-responds to the
interval ftomthe broadcast of connection-requestmessages to
the timing of calculating the user’s utility.

5. EVALUATION OF CONNECTION
ESTABLISHMENT PROTOCOL

5.1 Evaluation Model
The e~ctiveness of the proposed protocol is evaluated using
computer simulation. The assurmd evrduation rmdel is as
follows.

Three kinds ofintbrrmtion zmdia +&B, and C are considered.
Each infbrrmtion mdiumis encoded to three layers, and these
three layers correspond to streams I, ~ and IIL The number of
transferred streams changes according to the required transt2r
quality ofeach inlbrnzition medium Only stream I is transfixed
when low quality is requested fir that rmdium Streams I and II
are transf%red when middle quality is requested ibr that
mdium Streams ~ II, and III are transfixed when high quality
is requested for that medium

Figure 3 shows the needed bandwidth and price fir each
stream These values are identical fir all network providers. In
Fig. 3, a user who requests a large bandwidth is given a price
discount. In other words, the comamnication price per unit of
bandwidth in mdiaA is Iowerthan that in mdia C. Moreover,
the communication price per unit of brmdwidth in mdia C is
lower ihan that in media B.

streams
Media

I II III

A 10 10 10

B 1 1 1

c 3 3 3

(a )Needed bandwidth for each stream

hIedia
streams

I I n I III

(b) Piice for each stream

Figure 3. A’cededBandwidth and Price for Each Stream
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The probability that streamI is requested is assured to be 2 / 3
Ibr each intlmmtion rmdium This nxmns that each intbrmation
mdium is requested by a probability 2 / 3. The probability
that stream H is requested is assumed to be 2 / 3 under the
condition that stream I is requested. In the sam way, the
probability that stream III is requested is assumed to be 2 / 3
under the condition that stream II is requested. Of course, one
connection request always demands at least one stream As a
result, the average bandwidth that a connection request
demands becorms 20.5. The request intensity value is allocated
to each demanded stream using a random number, under the
condition that the nraximumutility value becomes 1.0 fir every
connection request when the price allocation nwdel shown in
Fig. 3 is adopted. Of course, the request intensity value ibr a
stream that is not requested is set at zero.

Here, it is assumed that the resource cost per unit of handwidth
is given by a random number between 0.0 and 1.0 tbr each pair
of a user agent and a network agent. The number of network
providers (M) is fixed at 5, and the bottleneck bandwidth of
each network provider is assumed to be 14000. The arriwd
process of connection requests is random and the average
arrival interval of connection requests is 100 rmec. The
holding tim of connections fbllows an exponential
distribution with a rrmn of 300 sec. At this time, the
connection blocking probability becomes 0.001 if each user
agent selects a network provider randomly.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the connection
blocking probability and rmnitoring period tbr resource
utilization. Here, the threshold ibrthe profit rate is set at zero,
and each network agent cannot select appropriate user agents.
Therefore,this scheme corresponds to that shown inRefi[11].

Comection blocking
probability

10°

10’

Iiz

103

lti4

Y
105

5 10 20 50 60

Monitoring pmiod for resource utilization (sec.)

Figure 4. Relationship between Connection Blocking
Probability and Monitoring Period for Resource Utilization



The connection blocking probability indicates the probaMIity
that a nehvork agent fils to establish the requested
connection in Step 4. The nmnitoring period fir resource
utilization indicates the interval at which each network agent
mmsures its resource utilization to return the intbmration on
its idle bandwidth capacity in Step 2.

Ifthe rrwnitoring period Ibrresource utilization is sufficiently
short. each user agent can know the present idle bandwidth
capacity of each network agent correctly. Therefbre, each user
agent can certainly select the network agent with the largest
idle bandwidth capacity, and the connection blocking
probability becomes small. ~is relationship can be also
observed in the state-dependent dynamic routing fir telephone
networks [12]. As is shown in Fig. 4,the connection blocklng
probability becorms less than 0.001 when the rmnitoring
period is less than 10 sec. For this reason, the rmnitoring
period is fixed at 10 sec in the following evaluation.

5.2 Effect of Selection Mechanism for
Network Providers
Her% it is assurnsd that every network provider adopts the
price allocation n-pdel shown in Fig.3. In case ofrmnopolistic
network provider, its revenue can be maximized using the
shadow prices which increase as the resource utilization rate
increases ~]. In other words, the rrmnopolistic network
provider should select only connection requests that give a
large profit rat% when its resource utilization level is high.
However, in case several network providers compete with each
other, the probabili~ that a network provider receives an
award massage becomes low when its Iesource utilization level
is high. It is therefbre supposed that competitive network
providers should adopt shadow prices which decrease as the
resource utilization rate increases.

The shadow price corresponds to the threshold by which the
nehvork provider decides to return a bid rmssage. The optimum
values of this threshold are expected to be solved using the
Markov decision theory as is shown in Ref [3]. However, a
simple Iirnctional firm of the threshold is assurmd in this
paper.llethreshold fbrthe profit rate is set as is shown in Fig.
ii. The threshold increases toward its predetermined rmxinmm
value 0.7 as the resource utilization rate decreases. The
maximumvalue of the threshold is introduced to prevent the
nehvork provider fiomaccepting SW connection requests. The
values of the profit rate range between 0.0 and 2.0- In this
section, it is shown that the threshold fbr the profit rate should
rather decrease as the resource utilization rate increases under
the competitive environment.

Figure 6 shows the obtained profit per network provider and
the connection blocking probability when the value of Y
changes and the value of X is set at 0-0. As the value of Y
becon-m larger, the obtained profit increases because each
network agent selects only the connection requests that give a
larger protit rate to that network agent. On the other hand, as
the value of Y becornx larger, the number of connection
requests to which no network agent returns a bid rmssage
increases, and therefire the connection blocklng probability
tends to increase. However, each network agent generally
returns a bid rmssage with a higher priority to a user agent
requesting a smaller bandwidth, because a connection with a
srmllerbandwidth tends to give almgerprofit rate ibrthe price
allocation model shown in Fig. 3.
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lleretbre, a user agent that sends an award mssage will
probably require a relatively snxdl bandwidth, and the
probability that the network agent iiils to establish a
requested connection in Step 4 can be reduced. As a
conclusion, the connection blocking probability remains less
than 0.001 when the value ofY is less than 0.34.

Figure 7 shows the obtained profit per network provider when
the value of X changes and the connection blocking
probability is kept at 0-001. Generally sptiing, the
probability that a network agent receives an award rmssage
becorms high when that network agent has a large idle
bandwidth. Theretbre, the obtained profit can be increased by
selecting only those connection requests that give a larger
profit rate when the resource utilization is relatively low. In
other words,the obtained profit can be improved by increasing
the value ofX

However. if the value ot% is too large, the probability that no
network agent returns a bid rmssage becorws high. Therefbre,
the obtained profit decreases reversely when the value of X
increases too nnrch while the connection blocFlng probability
is kept constant.. As is shown in Fig. 7, the obtained profit
becomes maximumwhen the value ofxis 5-0 and the value of Y
is -0.32. In this cas~ the proposed rnschanismibr each network
provider to select appropriate connection requests gives a
ZI O/. ~wrovemnt in profi~ which each network provider ~
obtain-

Obtainedprofit
pernehvork provider The value of Y

L. [LA lU

1.7ox 103

1.68X 103

1.66X103

3.64X 103
/

A Theval.e ofY

0.5

0.0

-0.5

- Lo

-1.5
‘0.0 2.0 4.0 6-0 8.0 10.0

The value of X

Figure 7. Obtained Profit per Network Provider and the
Value of Y

5.3 Effect of Selection Mechanism for Users
Figure 8 shows various price allocation models. The average
price fir a connection in these nmdels is identical to that in the
nmdel shown in Fig. 3. In model 1, a price discount fir
connection requests with a large bandwidth also exists in a
mdium In rmdel 2, a price discount fir a larger bandwidth
exists in a rmdium but pricing proportional to the required
bandwidth is adopted between dit%rent rmdia. In rmdel 3,
pricing proportional to the required bandwidth is adopted
both between difirent media and in one smdium Compared
with the price allocation rmdel shown in Fig. 3, nmdel 1 is
advantageous to connection requests that demand high quality
fir each medium Model 2 is advantageous to connection
requests that demand a relatively high qurdity Ibr a medium
requiring a relatively large bandwidth. Model 3 is
advantageous to connection requests that demand media with a
small bandwidth.

Tables 1 and 2 show results ofconnection establishrmnt when
a network provider with a difirent price allocation nwdel
exists. In Tables 1 and 2, one network provider adopts the
rmdel shown in Fig. 8 and the rest adopt the model shown in
Fig. 3. The number of connections indicates the number of
connections. accommodated in a network provider. The
network profit indicates the profit obtained by a network

I Streams
Media

I II III

I A I 12.2 I 10.0 I 5.0 I

H-+-E-H
(a) Price allocation model 1

Streams
Media

I II III

A 14.0 11.4 5.7 “

B 1.4 1.1 0.6

c 4.2 3.4 1.7

(b) Price allocation model 2

Streams
Media

I II 111

+-H-H-H
c 3.4 3.4 3.4

(c) Price allocation model 3

Figure 8. Various Price Allocation Models
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provider. Theuser’s utility indicates the utility value obtained
by a user. The suffix 1 corresponds to the network provider
adopting the nmdel shown in Fig-8- The suffix 2 corresponds
to ~he nehvork providers adopting the model shown in Fig. 3-

mchanism exists tbr the network provider. As is shown in
Table 1, the network provider can give users a larger utility
and can improve its profit simultaneously by adopting a
pricing method difirent from that of other network providers
and by enclosing enough connection requests.

As is shown in Table 2, the vrdue ofutility -1 becorm larger
than 1.0 also in the case the value of X increases. However, in
this case, the network provider also bids on a connection
request that does not give a large profit rate if its resource
utilization rate is relatively high. Therefi)re,network profit -1
is reduced when the network provider adopts price allocation
model 1 or 2 in this case. If the network provider adopts model
3 and its resource utilization rate is low, that network provider
bids on only those connection requests that give a larger profit
rate and may receive award rmssages but only from connection
requests that demand a small bandwidth. Tberetbre, the
resource utilization rate in such a network provider remains
low, and network profit -1 is also reduced when the network
provider adopts price allocation model 3. As a conclusion, the
network provider should set the value of X small when it
improves its profit by adopting a pricing rmthod dit%ent t?om
that of other network providers and by enclosing enough

As is shown in Table I,there exists no difirence between the
Tesults ofconnection establishnmq in each network provider,
when users select a nehvork provider randomly. In particular,
the values of’’user’sutility -I” and “user’sutility -2’’are ahrmst
identical around 1.0. On the other hand, the value of “user’s
utility -l” increases when a selection rmchanism fir the users
is introduced- This is because the utility values fir a certain
class of connection requests can be improved by selecting the
network provider adopting the price allocation nmdel shown
in Fig. 8. The nuder ofconnections -1 in Table 1 corresponds
to the number of connection requests included in such a class.

The ~evenue from a connection request decreases in the
network provider that adopts the nmdel shown in Fig. 8.
However, this network provider can enclose sufficient
connection requests, and theretbre nehvork profit -1 beconm
larger than network profit -2- Though the value of network
profit -2 changes according to the bandwidth dermnded by the
renxiining connection requests, network profit-2 also becorms
large in every case compared with the case no selection connection requests.

User’s
utility -1

User’s
utility -2

Average
user’s
utility

Network
profit -1

Network
profit -2

Average
network

profit

0.994

0-989

0.994

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.999 166600

169000

165900

166000

164700

164500

166100

2 I 11002 I 10750 0.998 165600

3 I 10502 I 10874 0.999 164800

1
I

9410 I 11147 1-041

1-042

1.038

0.999

0.999

0.999

1.006 164400

170200

173500

162700

159800

156200

163000

2 I 12924
I

10269 1.009 161900

3 I ~()()11I 8497 1.013 159700

Table 1. Results of Connection Establishment when X= 0.0 and Y= 0.34

(The upper row shows results when users select a network provider randomly. )

Price
allocation

model

1

2

3

Number of Number of
connections -1 connections -2

User’s User’s
utility -1 utility -2

Average Network
user’s profit -1
utility

Network
profit -2

Average
network

profit

1742001-019 0.999

1.035 1.000

1.038 0.981

1.002 I 139200 167200

164300

151000

12276 I 10431 1.008
I

141600 170000

12042 I 10489 0.994 I 130400 156100

Table 2. Results of Connection Establishment when X=4.O and Y=- 0.18
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6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed anew connection establishrmnt protocol
involving several competing network providers in a
nmltimdia telecomnnmications envirorumnt. This protocol is
based on the concept ofopen competitive bidding and enables
mutual selection by users and network providers. Both
nehvork providers and users can pursue their own objectives
based on their own bidding and awarding strategies under the
proposed connection establishrnmt protocol ti-armwork. In
thk paper, a simple bidding strategy fir network providers and
an example ofutility firnctions fir users were presented. Each
network provider can improve its profit by adopting this
bidding strategy, and each user can improve hislher utility by
selecting an appropriate network provider based on this
utility timction. Each network provider can also inprove its
profit indirectly by adopting a pricing mthod dit%rent from
that of other network provide~ and enclosing enough
connection requests.

Analysis on transition and equilibrium states when network
providers adopt various rates is Ietl as a iirture study item In
addition, security xmchanisms against agents that rmy violate
this basic protocol farmwork must be investigated, when this
proposed protocol is implemented in the real world.
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